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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erin and I are quite grateful to have this opportunity.  We are really excited to collaborate with the natural food industry to build capacity and knowledge about regenerative agriculture in order to meet your carbon farming commitments.  We are super stoked to learn that 71 companies have made a similar commitment through the Climate Collaborative!  I’m joined today by Erin Agostinelli, our business development expert, who has lots of experience connecting companies to farmers.  Farmers to brands.  Her every day experience can help you think about how to integrate carbon farming practices in your supply chain.  She’ll provide some real world examples about companies that have connected to regenerative- in our case Biodynamic- farmers, and how they have translated that into higher quality products that have a real connection to the farm, and to consumers who really care about how their food is grown and processed. I am sure some of you participating today have great examples of how your brand is stepping up to the challenge of integrating more raw materials from regenerative agricultural sources, and we are interested in learning from you how you have gone about doing that and what marketplace advantages you have discovered in doing so.And I want to emphasize that of all the Climate Collaborative focus on transportation, on packaging, on energy, on food waste…… agriculture and forestry are really the most important.  And I’m not saying that because I’m biased (although I probably am!)- I’m saying that because the natural food industry is uniquely positioned to address regenerative agriculture like no other business sector.  After Paris…..And Erin will share the stories of Lundberg rice and Back To The Roots cereal, that have not only connected their brands to their farms, but in doing so have reaped the rewards of higher quality products with a great consumer story!  
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So today there are more than 20 national brands that have Biodynamic products in the market and more coming to store shelves all the time. Last year alone, I worked with over 50 brands seeking to create Biodynamic lines . The biggest challenge right now: Biodynamic raw material available.  But as you can see- this is the beauty of it- and the conversation many of us are having today. HOW the natural food industry can be a leader in the conversion of conventional farmland to regenerative-organic- Biodynamic agriculture.  In doing so it addresses the biggest challenge we have right now in global warming- carbon sequestration.  It is a solution that not only has the highest success of Carbon drawdown, but also creates some of the most delicious foods! The quality of the soil directly relates to the flavor and nutritional content of the food we eat. As the Benzigers say: Farming for Flavors. And you know what?  Biodynamic farming doesn’t just produce the most delicious wines in the world- it also produces the most delicious food. In my work with brands & farmers over the last 4 ½ years, a few successful pathways have emerged- pathways that all have the end goal of a Biodynamic, regenerative supply chain. I will give you a few examples:
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When our early adopting brands first brought products to the US Market, the easiest pathway was to lean on the more mature International supply chain. Demeter International just celebrated it’s 90th birthday, there are producers in about 50 countries worldwide and in Germany 10% of all the organic farmland is certified Biodynamic.   There are even Demeter stores!Yellow Barn is a great example of delicious high quality Italian grown Biodynamic pasta sauces on the store shelves in America.Some raw materials like Coffee, Certain Spices & Teas… Cacao and Sugar will most likely be from international sources… And while our business development work supports an international scope & the conversion of farms in other countries through the marketplace needs in America- it is our ultimate goal to support American farmers in creating environmental and economic stability by working with US Brands.
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Thus, the most common example of taking carbon farming from the seed to the shelf is where a brand, like the case of Back to the Roots, reaches out to us to find an already existing supply. This is probably the hardest way to currently find the ingredients a brand is seeking, but like I mentioned it is also currently the most common strategy I see brands start with. And rightly so- what’s already out there?When founders Alex and Nikhil contacted Demeter because they were interested in sourcing Biodynamic grain, we were able to introduce them to Fred Kirshenmann- the owner of the oldest Biodynamic farm in the USA.     Back to the Roots’ mission is to connect families- especially children- to where their food comes from. At that time, I remember their No. 1 hashtag was #UNDOFOOD – a term meant to showcase their commitment to RADICAL TRANSPARENCY in their supply chain. The original box had a map identifying exactly where the 4 ingredients comprising the cereal came from.  They even put Fred’s face on the cereal box!  As side note, thinking about that “Farming for Flavors” concept I mentioned earlier: We are happy to share that in a blind taste test- a bunch of kids in New York City choose this cereal (replacing Kellogg’s) and it is now being served in the New York public school system- the largest school district in the country- to 1.1 million children!  This incredible story was recently featured on NBC’s Today Show!



I personally think it tastes much sweeter, less diluted, 
probably more expressive of what the true genetic varietal 

taste should be.  
Lance Benson

Presenter
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Another method is where a brand dives in to their own supply chain to create the certified ingredients desired- & you’ll see this in the case of Lundberg-Lundberg’s story: We approached Lundberg a few years ago to ask them if they would be interested in developing some Biodynamic products.  Now the Lundbergs didn’t really know anything about Biodynamic agriculture- they had barely heard of it- but the principles and practices deeply resonated with them  - it’s interesting to note, that at the same time in history when European farmers were talking with Dr. Steiner – the person who first described of Biodynamic agriculture_ about the ravages of industrial agriculture on their farms, the Lundberg family lost their family farm in Nebraska during the infamous Dust Bowl.  They moved to CA in 1937, and were committed to sustainable farming ever since.Values aligned farmers. Lundberg’s chief agronomist- Lance Benson- who has a 350 acre organic rice farm of his own- decided to work with the Biodynamic farm system himself to experience it first hand.  After a year of farming, Lance received Demeter certification and the Lundberg rice on store shelves comes from his farm.  This short grain brown rice is the favorite of the Lundberg family and employees- and you can see here what Lance has to say about it!



“Biodynamic®

Cane Sugar”
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This last example showcases some of the voices you’ll hear on todays panel. It's a very ACTION orientated method as it is a colloborative partnership where the brands influence farmers to push the needle on their regenerative practices by encouraging certification. We then can enter the conversation by providing support via the educational process with the standards as a template. Our Mission is to enable people to farm successfully, in accordance with Biodynamic® practices and principles.SO -Foodstirs is a wonderful example where they sought to source Biodynamic pastry wheat, but it simply was not available. this is a case where a brand is in it for the long haul. They immediately sourced the one ingredient that could be obtained in Demeter quality- SUGAR. But they've been working ever since to partner with domestic farmers & even donated $10,000 to help educate farmers interested in transitioning their farms to Biodynamic. 



• Do you know where your raw materials come from? 
More specifically - do you know the farms that 
produce those raw materials?

• Is it possible for you to influence the farmer to 
move their farms into a more regenerative model?

• If so - what are the steps you can take to help 
educate that farmer? 

• Do you understand the barriers for the farmer to 
make changes and if so are you willing to help? (for 
example: would you pay more for the raw material 
to encourage them to invest in their farm or accept 
their ingredients while in conversion?)

• If you can’t trace back to where your ingredients 
are coming from- or you can’t influence the farmer-
are you willing to keep looking for the raw materials 
elsewhere?

Questions to ask:
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Some of the things we should be askingDo you know where your raw materials come from? More specifically- do you know the farms that produce those raw materials?Is it possible for you to influence the farmer to move their farms into a more regenerative model?If so- what are the steps you can take to help educate that farmer (Remember the standards- whether be it organic, Biodynamic, the newly minted Regenerative Organic Certification - are tools that a farmer can use to help them meet the goals of regenerative)Do you understand the barriers for the farmer to make changes and if so are you willing to help (for example- pay more for the raw material to encourage them to invest in their farm)If you can’t trace back to where your ingredients are coming from- or you can’t influence the farmer- are you willing to keep looking for the raw materials elsewhere? As in the example of FOODSTIRS. 
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